THE Walker EXECUTIVE...

"For The Golfer Who Wants Something Better"

The Walker GASOLINE POWERED Car Is Ready to Go ANYTIME — ALL the TIME — ANYWHERE

QUIET: New silent starter and generator, 12-volt system. Maximum silent muffler with twin exhausts, heavy undercoating, gives extra quiet running.

SAFE: Two wheel drive and positive braking with automotive type differential. One positive control foot pedal, push to accelerate, release to brake and stop. Key ignition switch, dual controls.

LUXURIOUS: Easy to get on or off-foam rubber seats with top quality plastic covers. Holds four complete sets clubs. Canvas top easily installed or removed, lights and radio available. Comes in a bright color choice. Handy pocket for golf balls and tees. Scorecard clip.

DEPENDABLE: Ready to go all the time. Starts and runs like fluid drive with automatic clutch. Large tires give positive traction, yet are easy on the grass.

POWERFUL: 6.6 H. P. Kohler 160-S gasoline engine with automatic choke. Heavy duty transmission, 3 speeds forward and reverse.

RUGGED: Walker Executive is made from an all-steel all-welded frame.

ENGINEERED: For minimum operating cost, less maintenance cost, hinged seats for ease of filling gas tank or inspection. Hinged tilting body gives quick, easy access to working parts. Simple, trouble-free engineering throughout.

Dealer Inquires Invited

Max Walker Fowler, Kansas
Profits Soar

SPORT-CASUAL SOCKS

Popular bulky-knit Magic Fleece speeds initial sales . . . Beloit comfort and wearability rings up repeat sales . . . and a generous mark-up in every sale nets you big new magic profits!

#146 “Magic Crest” — 55% wool, 35% nylon, 10% orlon. Stretch 10-13. One doz. to counter display.


#459 Girls’ “Crew” — same as above with 10” top.

Ted Lockie has built an 80 tee range, a 9-hole lighted par 3 course with holes ranging from 135 to 230 yds., a miniature course and a baseball range at Davenport, Ia. . . . The plant cost about $120,000 . . . Range has 40 automatic tees, 40 grass tees . . . Par 3 greens are Pennlu of 4000 to 6000 sq. ft. . . . Lighting is by 125 500-watt sealed beam lights.

Minnesota PGA annual spring clinic and dinner at Town and Country Club, St. Paul, April 13, 14 . . . About a dozen Minnesota pros have been teaching in winter schools . . . While a lot of the rest of the country got snow in big loads last winter, Minnesota, which usually gets clobbered, got off light and had more than normal amount of winter golf, says the section’s sec., Don Waryan, pro at Woodhill CC, Wayzata.

Report of committee on PGA Assistant training school recommends that PGA publish a manual illustrating and describing Bill Hardy’s course on club repair work at this year’s school . . . Hardy, pro at Chevy Chase CC (Washington D.C. dist.) showed assistants how to do many club repair and alteration jobs correctly and easily . . . The Hardy teaching will (Continued on page 93)

Leads Them All — On Its Record

PAR-TEE The Proven Automatic Tee

No other golf tee approaches its 32 year record of continuous, dependable service

For 32 years—made, sold and serviced by PAR-Inc. For 32 years—hundreds of PAR-TEES in continuous use, and still the most modern tees, with lowest upkeep and unfaltering performance. No other tee has as many tees or years of use as the PAR-TEE. That’s the record behind PAR-TEES. Complete with driving and standing mat — ready for use in a jiffy. Available for rent or for sale.

PAR-INC.

Telephone: Stewart 3-2400
860 East 75th Street • Chicago 19, Ill.

Direct from Mill to Pro Shops

Beloit Hosiery Co.
McMinnville, Tenn

A Division of Rockford Textile Mills Inc.

(Please note: The text continues on page 93.)
Only Victor has this special Pay-as-you-Profit Fleet Plan!

Own your own Victor Fleet now... make payments only during your golfing season

Victor makes it easy for you to have a fleet of all new Victor Electri-Cars now, on convenient monthly payments. You select your own terms, with up to 24 months to pay.

And — you make no payments during your non-golfing season.

Why Victors mean more profits for you

Longer mileage without recharging batteries. Costs less to recharge.

Minimum upkeep. You can "do-it-yourself" with Victor.

Longer life. Many Victors now in third year without needing a single new part. A Victor fleet builds profits for you because Victors go farther, last longer, cost less to operate and maintain.

Victor has the performance records to prove it!

Discover how Victor makes it easy to own your own rental fleet and make maximum profits. For complete details on Victor's Pay-as-you-Profit Fleet Plan and freight-saving Bee-Line Pool shipment deal, write Victor on your club letterhead. Tell us how many cars you need and approximate delivery date.

VICTOR ADDING MACHINE CO., Electri-Car Division, Chicago 18, Illinois

JUST A FEW OF THE MANY EXPERIENCED COUNTRY CLUBS AND PROS RATING VICTORS "BEST OF ALL"

Fred Campbell, Pro
Ben A. Hudson, Mgr.
Gadsden Country Club
Gadsden, Alabama

Willie Mustard, Pro
Barton Hills Country Club
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Everett Leonard, Pro
Butte Des Morts Golf Club
Appleton, Wisconsin

Thomas Kerrigan, Pro
Silvanny Country Club
Bronxville, New York

Joe Gysiec, Pro
Congress Lake Country Club
Hartville, Ohio

Ethan Kirkhart, G. C. S.
Youngstown Country Club
Youngstown, Ohio

April, 1958
No need to replace divots with "282"

Soft and resilient as a putting green—but much tougher—is Beautiful Holmes famous “Quality 282”—the ideal carpet specification for golf clubs. “282” is built to take the traffic of mud-caked, spike-soled golf shoes and stay looking handsome... in lounges, pro shops, grills, locker rooms. Because it has been able to withstand this kind of punishment in so many leading clubs across the country, “Quality 282” has earned the name of the “Golf Club Carpet.” For your nearest Beautiful Holmes contractor, call or write Archibald Holmes & Son, Erie Ave. and K St., Philadelphia 24, Pennsylvania. Now in our second century of fine carpet weaving.

Comfort and beauty underfoot are insured in the Pro Shop at the Sepulveda Municipal Golf Course, Encino, Calif. with Holmes Carpet Quality 282. Gentle scroll pattern in a tawny tone with black is just one of many popular designs and color combinations. Installed by S. & J. Birken Co., Los Angeles.
Good Public Relations Job
Vital to Pro Success

You're always working at it whether or not you realize it. This article tells you why

By EDDIE DUINO
Professional, San Jose (Calif.) Country Club

Public Relations to some professionals means free publicity; to others, putting on an act; some regard it as one of those activities in which we engage in order to buy public acceptance more cheaply than if the same money were spent for paid advertising. But it is not any of these things. While its purpose is perhaps similar to that of paid advertising, the function and scope of public relations are quite different.

Public relations is a two-way interpretation and communication undertaking. It interprets the viewpoint of the club members. It communicates the resulting policies and activities of the profession to members and the public in general. Good public relations can be the result of many little things, as well as the result of strategically planned projects.

The same principles that are applicable to assistants also will apply when the day comes that the assistant has his own head pro job.

Form of Expression

Public relations, as far as the professional is concerned, consists of expressing himself and his job in an attractive and mutually helpful way to every element of the public. This includes both golfers and the nongolfers, and primarily of course, the members at a professional's private club and players at a public or semi-public course.

Public relations is the expression of the professional's personality, his value and service to public officials and to the other employees of the club. When I say other employees, I mean the club mgr., the supt., all of their subordinates, and the caddies.

Public relations as applied to the caddie can do much for all of us in cementing healthier relationship with our membership. I would like to stress that in the caddie department we have one of the greatest means of implementing the key word insofar as public relations is concerned. That word is "service."

Cooperation between the mgr., the supt., and the professional and his staff is of prime importance. This relationship must be good if a club is to operate harmoniously. Sometimes there are some petty conflicts that any of the parties involved could develop into something that would be damaging to all.

Actually the three departments are so integrated, so dependent one upon the other that they must co-operate.

I once heard a speaker on this very subject liken these three department heads to the druggist and the doctor. The mgr., the supt. and the pro must work together similarly. We all realize how dependent a doctor's successful practice is upon the cooperation of a druggist and vice-versa. So it is with us!

Public relations are influenced by the
way we look, conduct ourselves and think. The way we look does not necessarily mean the profile that the good Lord blessed us with but rather how we dress. Careless attire, unshined shoes, dirty finger nails, and other little careless things can certainly damage that which we are all seeking — good public relations.

Conduct is a very important facet of our business. Here lies the true meaning of public relations because, if our behavior is anything other than that becoming a gentleman, we won't last very long on any job.

The community activities of a pro can go into almost anything except politics. Unfortunately for him (perhaps), it would be highly indiscreet, if not impractical and improper, to take partisan interest in politics.

Community Obligation

I firmly believe that once a professional has become established in a community and is deriving a decent living, he owes a moral obligation to his community by participating in activities where he can make a just contribution to society and to the betterment of his community.

Membership in clubs such as Rotary, Lions, Kiwanis, Civitans, Knights of the Round Table, and many others presents an opportunity to serve. Participation in community projects such as Red Cross, Cancer, Heart, Polio Drives, etc., are other avenues of service.

Accepting speaking engagements on golf or sports in general, when asked by any service or fraternal order is a "must." Any and all opportunities that present the chance to appear before the public, such as radio, television, clinics, etc. are other steps in the direction of good public relations. The greater number of people who are acquainted with you and the greater number of people you can call by name, the more rapid is your ascent to success. Remember, it is always far more blessed to give than to receive. I have always found that in my desire to serve my fellow man, I best served myself.

The professional's relationship with every personality and every group in the club is to be equally, impartially, and genuinely sincere and helpful. This is often difficult, due to the personalities of the members. Unfortunately admission to a private club isn't always a sure guarantee that the members are the most attractive or desirable persons in the community. However, diplomacy, good judgment, and ordinary tact in selling oneself always constitutes successful public relations.

I feel public relations plays equally as important a part in your success as a teacher as it does in every other act, from the minute you arrive for duty in the morning until closing time.

I have seen a number of cases where ungrammatical speech is as glaring as bad taste in dress on the pro job. The unfortunate part of these cases is that the men often are very earnest workers, reliable and know the subject of teaching. They lack command of English and the general appearance necessary to establish the confidence essential to putting across the lessons to the pupil.

Public relations are as essential to a golf professional in teaching as the "bedside manner" to a doctor or a good speaking voice to a minister of the Gospel.

Through public relations a pro can develop his lesson business tremendously by giving of himself and a few free tips. Many pros refuse to hand out free information.

(Continued on page 105)
They’re back!

Some “ole buddies” of yours—Acushnet’s famous Fussy Four-some—are back again.

They’re back because so many people who enjoyed following their adventures and misadventures asked for them—said they missed them in our advertising.

They’re back to do a better-than-ever job to sell Acushnet Golf Balls for you through the pages of 11 great magazines in 1958.

We know you too will be glad to see them again. They’ll be in there pitching for you and for us throughout the coming season—the biggest and best season, we believe, that you and we have ever had. Acushnet Process Sales Co., New Bedford, Mass.

ACUSHNET
GOLF BALLS

Sold the World Over Through Golf Course Pro Shops Only
Club Managers Plan Circuit Short Courses

Club Managers Assoc. of America is planning to stage a series of short courses from mid-July through August on a “circuit” plan. Courses will be three-day affairs on a Monday through Wednesday, and Wednesday through Friday schedule at various locations. The cost will be $40-50 maximum and will include everything but room and breakfast.

Cornell University is already committed for a 5-day course to be held Aug. 18-22, and Michigan State has a 2-day course scheduled for Sept. 15-16. According to Carl J. Jehlen, CMAA chmn., dates, schedules, etc., can’t be arranged until members indicate where and when they want the courses to be held.

Miller to Again Sponsor TV All-Star Golf

Decision by Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, to sponsor All-Star Golf for a second year was prompted by the overwhelming popularity of the 26-week TV show, ending Apr. 5. The new series will run for 26 weeks from Oct. 11 over coast-to-coast ABC-TV network. Starting time will be 5 rather than 4 p.m. The same basic format will prevail for the new series. About 75,000 ft. of film will be shot in each match and then edited to about 2,000 ft.

Prints of the current series will be available to the public after Apr. 5. Inquiries should be directed to Film Section, Sales Promotion & Publicity Dept., Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee 1, Wis.

Seeks “Exchange Scholarship” for Italian Pro’s Son

Cesidio Croce is professional at the Rome (Italy) GC. His son, Angelo, 19 is a good amateur golfer who plans to become a pro. His father would like to send Angelo to the U. S. this summer to stay with the family of a professional so the lad could learn something about American pro methods.

Croce owns a villa on the the Via Appia in Rome and would extend hospitality for the same period his son would stay in the U. S., or for a longer period to be agreed upon. His family includes two girls, 7 and 17, Mrs. Croce and Angelo.

Mrs. Eleanor C. Lutz, 405 E. 45th St., New York 22, relayed this inquiry to GOLFDOM from the wife of her attorney in Rome, Mrs. Diane Dall’Ongaro, 18 Via Scialoia, Rome, Italy. Mrs. Dall’Ongaro says the Croces are charming, substantial people. How much English, if any, Angelo Croce speaks, isn’t stated.

Correspondence about the exchange scholarship should be addressed to Mrs. Dall’Ongaro. It ought to be a pleasant arrangement for an American pro’s daughter to spend a summer in Italy and for an Italian pro’s son to get a closeup of American pro golf.

USGA World Amateur

USGA announced in March that a World Amateur golf team championship has been planned for St. Andrews, Scotland, in Oct., 1958. Exact dates are to be announced later. Details will be ironed out at a conference to be held at Chevy Chase CC, near Washington, D. C., on May 2-3. A total of 49 countries have been asked to send representatives to the conference.

Pro-Specialty Tournaments

Northern California PGA started something new in March with the first of a series of pro-specialty tournaments. Pros teamed up with medics and dentists and plan to take in several other professional and businessmen groups in similar tournaments in the future. Dinner was included with the entry fee. Tom LoPresti and Bud Ward are tournament co-chmn.
Evansville's beautiful pool has helped business in other departments.

By HENRY HOLL
Manager, Evansville (Ind.) CC

IT is well established that the present day country club has become a family recreation center. But your club can't qualify as such an institution until you have installed a swimming pool. You don't realize how really lacking you've been in entertainment facilities until you've had a pool for a while.

Renewed family interest, additional club activities and a noticeable increase in total revenue can be directly traced to any club pool.

Our pool was completed in May, 1957, just in time for a formal Memorial Day dedication. It includes the main pool, two wading pools, bathhouse, and snack bar. With landscaping, a surrounding cyclone fence and miscellaneous equipment, it cost $105,000.

The L-shaped pool has a 165,000 gal. capacity. It is 40 ft. wide, 82 ft. long and has a 35 ft. square diving well. The water that is fed to it is filtered and sterilized in an eight-hour period. The pool staff consists of four qualified life guards who give group and individual swimming lessons and three attendants who take care of the snack bar.

The snack bar is set up so as to serve food to both swimmers and non-swimmers. Its main feature is a cafeteria type serving counter which, in my estimation, is important because it enables our employees to handle large crowds without the usual fuss and confusion that mark holidays and special events.

Why Pools Help Business

Last year in three month's operation, we realized $3,000 in direct snack bar sales. It is impossible to estimate how much our restaurant and bar business increased as a result of having our fine, new pool, but my guess is that it was substantial. Special aquatic events can't help but boost business in the food and liquor departments. Too, I noticed people I had never seen around the club before in the evening, having dinner and then going over to the pool site to sit and relax. It's a fine spot for conversation and, I might add, watching the stars.

I'm sure that many kids, who want to go swimming in the evening, persuade their parents to bring them to the club for
(Continued on page 110)
Who's your hottest prospect for
new Dunlop Golf Equipment?

Any golfer who's ever felt the sweet, sure smack of a Maxfli is pre-sold on anything with the Dunlop name on it. To him, Dunlop means one thing — quality.

With Dunlop's introduction of a new, expanded, and complete golf equipment line, the Maxfli player becomes the hottest prospect in your Pro Shop. You'll find equal enthusiasm and ready acceptance from all your club members.

Stock the complete Dunlop line now: new Maxfli clubs custom-crafted by Pedersen, featuring new True Temper "Pro Fit" shafts...new Tufhorse bags by Dunlop in a wide range of choice from rich, supple leathers through a rainbow of brightly-colored plastics and vinylized ducks...Maxdri Shoes play-tested in all climates of the world...and, of course, the Maxfli ball, the most inspected, most respected, most popular golf ball in the world.

DUNLOP TIRE AND RUBBER CORP.
Sporting Goods Division
500 Fifth Avenue  New York 36, N.Y.

Sold only in Pro Shops

Get the big, exciting, profit-story from your Dunlop representative now. Check the right-hand column for your territorial representative's name.